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Everseat Partners with Allscripts to Make Real-Time Smartphone Scheduling Readily Available
Baltimore, MD – Everseat has joined the award-winning Allscripts Developer Program (ADP) to make Everseat
digital self-scheduling readily available to physicians. The integration will enable Allscripts users to post open
appointments to the Everseat platform so patients can find and select appointments via Everseat’s free
mobile app.
The partnership gives Everseat substantial added power to help Allscripts meet the daily needs of healthcare
organizations, physicians and their patients. The robust set of developer tools available on the Allscripts
Developer Portal and the technical support Allscripts provides for all developers integrating with its Open API
demonstrate how committed Allscripts is to working with innovative technology companies for the benefit of
patients.
Everseat Highlights:
● Patients can schedule their own appointments anytime from a secure, HIPAA-compliant and free
mobile app on their smartphones.
● Providers keep their schedules full and deliver convenience and access to patients.
With the integration into Allscripts platform, open appointments will automatically feed into the Everseat
platform, enabling interested patients to search for and book appointments via their mobile phones.
“Joining the Allscripts Developer Program will mean more convenience for patients and greater efficiency for
physician practices using Allscripts. Everyone knows that convenience matters to healthcare consumers more
than ever, and translates into greater satisfaction and potentially even better health outcomes” said Jeff
Peres, CEO, Everseat. “Our goal is to create immediate value for healthcare providers and their patients.”
About Everseat
Everseat is a patient-centered scheduling platform that helps patients get access to appointments they need
with their healthcare providers. The Baltimore-based technology company offers a web- and mobile-based
platform that enables provider organizations to post open appointments to the platform so that patients can
find slots that work for their schedules via the free Everseat mobile app. Appointments are posted and
claimed in real-time, significantly increasing efficiency for the providers, and dramatically improving the
patient experience. For more information, visit Everseat online at everseat.com or call 888-899-9506.
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